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9 TRUCK/BUS
SUPPLEMENTAL SHEET:
Officers complete this page if
a truck or other commercial
vehicle was involved in the
crash. This includes gross
vehicle weight rating (GVWR),vehicle weight rating (GVWR),
involvement of hazardous
materials, vehicle and cargo
type and information about
the motor vehicle carrier who
owns the vehicle.

8 INVESTIGATION: Light
conditions, weather
conditions and witness
information is collected. In
addition, the officer
documents the time arrived
at the scene of the accident,at the scene of the accident,
property damage and his or
her name and officer
identification number.

7 ROADWAY
ENVIRONMENT: Officers
document their opinion of
what happened via a
pictorial diagram and written
narrative. Review this
information cainformation carefully, as
officers may include
information not found
elsewhere on the accident 
report.

6 NARRATIVE AND
DIAGRAM: Officers
document their opinion of
what happened via a
pictorial diagram and written
narrative. Review this
information cainformation carefully, as
officers may include
information not found
elsewhere on the accident 
report.
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5 VICTIMS: Contact
information for others
involved in the accident is
recorded, including whether
that person was injured,
killed or taken to a hospital
after the accident.after the accident.

4 SEATING: Officers
document the number of
people in each vehicle and
their seating location.

3 CODES: Numeric codes
are used by officers to
explainhow they believed
the accident occurred,
including contributing
circumstances, driver
maneuvers or pedestrianmaneuvers or pedestrian
actions.

2L Damage severity and location

2K Citations charged

2J Vehicle identification number
(VIN)

2I License plate number

2H Vehicle make, model, year

2G Vehicle owner name

VEHICLE INFORMATION:

2F Drug test results

2E Driver impairment

2D Physical condition

2C Insurance company name

2B License number

2A Full name, address, phone
number

DRIVER INFORMATION:

2 UNIT NUMBER BOXES:
Information on drivers
and vehicles is recorded,
including:

1 LOCATION AND TIME:
Details about where and
when your accident
occurred are recorded.These
include the city, street name,
distanceto the closest
intersection, vehiclesinvolved,intersection, vehiclesinvolved,
pedestrians involved and
whether fatalities occurred in
the crash.
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